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NATAL NUMEROLOGY CHART FOR; 
 

ANTHONY QUINN WARNER         D. O. B.:  01/ 17 / 1957 

 

 

 

    PASTLIFE INFLUENCE      6                                   SUBCONSCIOUS SELF      5 

     

    KEYNUMBER                      7                                   FOUNDATION                     1 

 

    BIRTHPATH                       13                                   DESTINY                            17 

 

    HEARTDESIRE                    7                                   PERSONALITY                   9 

 

    REALIZATION                     3                                   HABIT CHALLENGE          9 

 

    PHYSICAL PLANE              7                                   MENTAL                              4 

 

    EMOTIONAL PLANE          3                                   INTUITIVE PLANE              4 

 

    YOUR KARMIC LESSONS ARE  4               KARMIC ACCUMULATION IS   4 

 

                 PINNACLES                         CHALLENGES                            AGES 

 

    1                   9                                               7                                      BIRTH TO  23 

 

    2                   3                                               4                                         24  TO  32 

 

    3                   3                                               3                                         33  TO  41 

 

    4                   5                                               3                                         42  TO DEATH 

 

Any day that sums to “ 8 “ should be a luckier day for you. You can use this day to win favors or more 

material goods, including money! 

mailto:astrlgyman@hotmail.com
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PAST LIFE EXPERIENCE/KARMIC CARRY-OVER 

 

          As a LOVING NUTURER and FAMILY PROVIDER, Anthony Q Warner had a strong ability 

to INSPIRE OTHERS to REACH their FULL POTENTIAL. 

          Anthony gained respect for his fine MUSICAL and other ARTISTIC talents. 

          Since Anthony gained all MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES through his FAMILY during this 

past lifetime, Anthony, during this present lifetime, must now work to go beyond any small circle of 

friends he may presently be involved with. 

 

ANTHONY WARNER’S SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION 

UPON ENTERING THIS LIFE 
(Anthony Warner’s "POSITIVE"/"NEGATIVE" KARMIC ACCUMULATION through his PAST 

LIVES) 

           As a FIXED, DETERMINED, and HARDWORKING individual Anthony can become a 

WORKAHOLIC. Anthony finds very little time to enjoy fun and amusement. This could be 

DETRIMENTAL to Anthony’s HEALTH if he does not apply some restraint to that work activity on 

occasion. This workaholic attitude may spring from a resentment of the burden of some form of heavy 

work in Anthony’s childhood. 

           Anthony has a respect for authority with a wish to be considered an authority himself. 

           A tendency for MODERATION and CONSERVATISM runs deep in Anthony’s consciousness. 

           Anthony is well aware of other people's motives. 

           Although he is inclined to be somewhat obstinate, Anthony is fundamentally practical, 

organized, and particularly good at maintaining the daily routine of business or office. Anthony has 

learned to discipline his subconscious tendency to restlessness and changing the routine to suit himself, 

now working for the good of the organization.  

           Anthony prefers a job where he knows the routine and does not have to deal with greater 

responsibilities and personal problems of employees. Anthony’s loyalty to the organization can bring 

Anthony a supervisory role that Anthony can handle well. Anthony’s lack of the intense self-sustained 

drive necessary to reach the top of the competitive totem pole will keep Anthony from achieving the 

pinnacle of his field or organization. 

 

           Opposition is not handled well by Anthony as he thinks he has everything working well enough. 

This can cause outrage and indignation since Anthony does not feel anyone has the right to change the 

precision machine he operates. 

           Emotions are dealt with in a similar manner that Anthony deals with life itself. When 

challenged, Anthony reacts with STUBBORNNESS, ANGER, and DEEP RESENTMENT. 

           Anthony likes to be one of the crowd.  

           Experiencing or witnessing injustice brings a moody state over Anthony which leads to him 

developing a deep dislike and hatred. 

 

           LOYAL and INTENSE in LOVE, ROMANCE, and MARRIAGE, Anthony is generally 

FAITHFUL to his partner. Once attached, Anthony becomes a POTENT and CONSCIENTIOUS 

partner taking PRIDE in HOME, FAMILY, POSSESSIONS, and WORKING HARD to PROVIDE 

the necessities for the relationship. This can easily change if Anthony’s partner refuses to support or 

encourage Anthony when work is not going well for Anthony. This lack of support and encouragement  
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brings a vulnerability to the charms of another more willing to build Anthony’s pride and sense of 

worth. 

 

KARMIC LESSONS ANTHONY Q WARNER IS TO WORK ON 

IN THIS LIFE 

 

           With PRACTICALITY not being Anthony’s strong point, Anthony may have a JOB that does 

not match his CAPABILITIES. 

 

           Anthony should think about hiring a housekeeper since he hates housework. 

           Anthony’s PROCRASTINATING NATURE keeps him from accomplishing his goals unless he 

is highly stimulated to action. 

           Anthony has the ability to become more productive through his UNCONSCIOUS DESIRE to 

PROVE himself on the job. 

 

THE KEY TO ANTHONY’S PERSONALITY IN THIS LIFE IS 
 

           Anthony’s ACCOMPLISHMENTS will come to him through his ABILITY to ANALYZE and 

RESEARCH, his INNER GUIDANCE, SPIRITUALITY, PERSEVERANCE, REFINEMENT, 

WISDOM, his STRONG DESIRE FOR PERFECTION and QUALITY, STUDY, MEDITATION, 

INTUITION, and KNOWLEDGE. 

           Anthony should meet his LIFE EXPERIENCES with INNER PEACE, SENSITIVITY, FAITH, 

POISE, and WISDOM. 

 

ANTHONY’S BASIC FOUNDATION FOR THIS LIFE 
 

           Anthony’s CHARACTER was built on the QUALITIES of INDIVIDUALITY,  

INDEPENDANCE, CREATIVITY, PROGRESSIVENESS, LEADERSHIP, INVENTION, 

STIMULATION, MENTAL and PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, a STRONG WILL, DETERMINATION, 

ORIGINALITY, and COURAGE. 

           Thus, Anthony may tend to be STUBBORN and EGOTISTICAL if not CAREFUL. 

 

DAY OF BIRTH INTERPRETATION 

 

           Anthony’s DAY of BIRTH brings the following to Anthony’s nature: 

           INTERGRITY is a key factor for Anthony’s success and will allow him the achievement of the 

highest goals. 

           As a dynamic go-getter, Anthony possess the daring and courage necessary for large 

undertakings with the executive ability to properly delegate authority. The proper delegation of 

authority will keep Anthony from being bogged down in details. This is further enhanced by the 

unbeatable qualities of Anthony’s vision and determination. 

           Anthony’s nearly infallible judgement makes him an excellent trouble shooter. 

           With one of the best financial and busines outlooks, Anthony’s business is likely to be on the 

cutting edge. 
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           Females will be attracted to the power Anthony exudes. 

 

           Since being vague is not one of Anthony’s qualities, Anthony should do well as a 

TECHNICAL, FACTUAL WRITER. 

 

FOR DAY OF BIRTH---17 

 

           Since Anthony’s DAY of BIRTH sums to EIGHT: 

           Anthony is a hardworking, practical individual with a strong desire to better himself with the 

knack for knowing how to accomplish that end. Anthony is dependable, objective, dominant, and very 

formal. Anthony’s natural SELF-CONFIDENCE will not allow him to be happy as a subordinate to 

others for long. This SELF-CONFIDENCE and STRONG INDIVIDUALITY makes Anthony more of 

a loner as others generally do not see Anthony as one of the group. 

           As a natural leader and manager, Anthony is both ADMIRED and FEARED by his associates. 

 

           Anthony should be more aware that JANUARY, FEBRUARY, JULY, and DECEMBER of 

every year are periods when MENTAL or PHYSICAL ILL HEALTH are likely to be a part of his life 

in the form of sickness or accidents. If Anthony allows it, these are likely to be brought on by his 

NEGATIVE EMOTIONAL ATTITUDES, DEPRESSION, TENSION, ANXIETY, or OVERWORK. 

In order to avoid/minimize difficulty in these periods, Anthony should practice serenity through 

PRAYER and/or MEDITATION, beginning about a month before the approach of each of these 

months. 

 

WHO YOU ARE AS YOU BEGIN THIS LIFETIME 

 

   KEYWORDS: 

          CONSERVATIVE              DISCIPLINED                   FORTHRIGHT          MANAGER 

          QUIET                                PREPARED TO WAIT       RELIABLE ROUTINE 

          STUBBORN                      TRADITIONAL              

 

           Anthony will be known for his organization, practicality, and dedication. Patient and devoted, 

Anthony makes a loyal friend. Anthony tends to help others, less from sentiment as from a sense of 

doing the right thing. As an adept provider, Anthony sees no sense in seeing someone going without 

when he can share what he has. Anthony does not, however, feel inclined to support those who are 

unimportant to him. Anthony tends to have a few close friends but not many aquaintances. Outsiders 

may find Anthony somewhat serious and hard to know. 

           Anthony is the person others will depend on.  

           Anthony derives a lot of satisfaction from a job well done, although he tend to settle into jobs 

that lack scope.  

           Anthony’s desire to control his environment and feel more comfortable spending time on the 

job than "wasting" it in social pursuits. At work, Anthony will put up with less than ideal 

circumstances if he feels that it will eventually lead to a better position, but Anthony should not be 

surprised if a new person is brought in from the outside as his superior. 

           Rigid thinking and stubbornness are Anthony’s worst enemies. It is advisable for Anthony to 

learn to do something right the first time since he tends to resent being shown a new or better way later  
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on. Anthony is a good employee and tends to be strict as a supervisor. Anthony works methodically 

and functions best when he can go at his own pace. Often Anthony will develop a routine or system 

that enables him to finish your work earlier. Anthony has physical strength, common sense, and logic. 

Anthony is sincere, conscientious, and lives by a well defined sense of values. Anthony wants his 

money's worth. Anthony’s strength is in his perseverance and problem-solving abilities. 

 

ANTHONY Q WARNER’S MISSION/PURPOSE IN THIS LIFETIME 

 

WHAT ANTHONY Q WARNER WAS BORN TO ACCOMPLISH 

ANTHONY’S MISSION/PURPOSE IN THIS LIFETIME 

 

           Anthony’s mode of operation can be described as: Powerful, ambitious, conservative, confident, 

efficient, formal, discerning, and reliable. 

           Anthony’s mission in this life has much to do with exercising power over his world; Due to 

Anthony’s drive, ambition, and talent Anthony is most often in a position of authority. Natural arenas 

for Anthony in this lifetime are finance, banking, real estate, corporate ventures, government 

institutions, law, prisons, and hospital or college administration. In order for any of these to come out 

well for Anthony it will be important that he balances his personal ego with a strong “spiritual” 

content! 

           Anthony feels completely at home in matters requiring major decisions. Anthony tends to be 

intense, rather formal, extremely reliable and consistent, he is not prone to take risks, and will have 

learned not to make assumptions. Anthony’s work is of the highest quality whether he is in a trade or 

in the executive class. Anthony will gravitate to the professions and occupations requiring particular 

expertise. Anthony is an excellent troubleshooter since his aim is always to restore balance and find 

methods that increase efficiency and speed. Anthony almost never wastes time and is usually well 

disciplined, well informed, and well-off. 

           Anthony’s mission in this lifetime is to bring awareness of spiritual principles to daily living in 

the material world. This realization will likely take place after long involvement with the forces of 

power and money. More often than not, Anthony tends to disregard occult insights as irrelevant. 

Anthony is the one most often overheard saying, "I don't believe in that stuff, do you?" 

           Anthony likes the accouterments of wealth and can be somewhat ostentatious. He buys brand 

names. 

           Anthony enjoys obstacles and outwitting his competition. Anthony is conservative with a strong 

appearance that conveys this.  

 

IF OUT OF BALANCE, CONTRACTED, OR IN RESISTANCE: 

           Anthony might have a totally materialistic life bent on accumulation of goods and wealth.           

           Anthony might interfere too much in other people's lives in a harsh, prejudiced, unforgiving, 

and intolerant.  

           Anthony might be obsessed by success with intolerance of anyone who might challenge his 

authority.  

           It will be important that Anthony watch out for workaholic tendencies.  

           Anthony should develop hobbies that allow him to relax and grow personally. 
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CAREER/VOCATION/BUSINESS/TALENT: 

           Anthony will find opportunities in publishing, printing, real estate, loans, colleges, banks, 

business administration, insurance, medicine (especially surgery), transportation, employment 

agencies, and marine research. 

           Life will usually place Anthony in a supervisory role, perhaps in a large organization, 

corporation, or any institution where you can manipulate power in a hierarchy. 

 

HOPES AND FEARS: 

           Anthony constantly feels he must prove his own worth. Anthony may be unconscious of this 

and think that others are judging him. Anthony projects his own fears onto others and instead of asking 

for help when feeling inadequate or worried, Anthony lavish his counsel and energy on others whom 

he wishes to “help." Anthony likes to be a rescuer since it establishes his power and control. Above all, 

Anthony fears not being in control. Anthony cannot accept subordinate positions for long.  

           However, Anthony may not be controlled by his fears, feeling anger before anxiety.     

           Anthony may feel that he is constantly striving in one or another area of his life, and, often, he 

may not feel that he is receiving his due from other sources. All this is softened by Anthony’s 

hardheadedness. 

 

MARRIAGE: 

 

           Anthony tends not to want a lot of casual entertaining in the home. Anthony hates the feeling of 

being imposed on by those he would term as "hangers-on". Anthony cannot stand chaos, tardiness, 

messiness, or excuses (although, ironically, he is often late to events, giving the impression that more 

important obligations have delayed him). 

           Anthony can be distant, formal, somewhat cold, or tactless. Anthony usually comes right to the 

point. Anthony is a formidable opponent in any debate or discussion. Anthony almost always has 

 

 an impressive bank of facts on which to draw to support for his point of view. 

           Anthony may be very involved with his business or career and not spend a lot of time with his 

partner, who may wind up feeling neglected. Either Anthony’s mate may have to do most of the 

housework, or Anthony may decide to invest in a housekeeper.  

 

ANTHONY’S VALUES AND HOW HE SETS HIS PRIORITIES 

 

          With an ECCENTRIC or SKEPTICAL personality, Anthony enjoys ANALYZING, 

QUESTIONING, and THINKING. 

 

          Needing lots of QUIET TIME, Anthony prefers to be left alone. 

 

          If Anthony is not allowed the COUNTRY LIFE he LOVES, Anthony structures the city life 

around him in a suitable way to allow for a country feel. This may be accomplished by working at 

night. 

 

          PROUD, SELECTIVE, THOUGHTFUL, REFLECTIVE, Anthony either chooses to surround 

himself with articles of good taste, or, he may live very simply with few material possessions. When  
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Anthony does buy, quality rather than thrift is uppermost in his mind, and he values the odd and the 

old. 

          Anthony values refinement and perfection and will take the time to do something right. Anthony 

is willing to wait for what he wants. 

 

          Interested in philosophy, psychology, and research, Anthony has inner wisdom. 

          Anthony may seem distant, cold, and formal to those who don't know him well. The reason is 

that Anthony does not like small talk, but is eloquent, when interested in the subject, with a tendency 

to TEACH the LESSONS of LIFE. 

          Slow to change, Anthony may be considered ARROGANT and STUBBORN. 

          Anthony would probably rather study genetics than raise children. 

          Though Anthony is TOLERANT of UNUSUAL BEHAVIOR in OTHERS, a mundane, literal, 

or boring life will take him down. 

 

          With an INSTINCTIVE SENSE of VALUES, you become expert at whatever interests you. 

          ARGUMENTATIVE, you tend to INTIMIDATE through a STERN ASPECT. 

          You are SKEPTICAL of the OCCULT 

 

HOW OTHERS SEE ANTHONY Q WARNER 

 

          Others see Anthony as ASSERTIVE, INDEPENDANT, and CONFIDENT with a CANDID 

MANNER toward all. Also, DYNAMIC, COURAGEOUS, and BRAVE in the face of adversity. They 

will look to Anthony for LEADERSHIP or to SOLVE THEIR PROBLEMS. 

          People tend to project the heroic qualities they admire onto Anthony’s personality, things like 

AMBITION, HONESTY, and INTEGRITY. 

          Anthony will be able to capitalize on this if his vocation requires a strong public image. 

          When focusing on his work, Anthony’s GOAL-ORIENTED personality can keep him from 

soothing the feelings of those he deals with. 

          Anthony’s personality can give the impression of being IMPATIENT, as he is indeed, 

INTELLECTUAL, and QUICK-TEMPERED. Anthony’s SHARP, WITTY TONGUE and VERBAL 

ASSAULTS tend to keep people at a distance. Anthony’s closest friends who value his UNIQUE 

CHARACTERISTICS will overlook this part of his personality. 

 

          As a SELF-STARTER with EXCELLENT FINANCIAL ATTRACTIONS Anthony will want to 

WORK INDEPENDENTLY and will PURSUE INNOVATION rather than convention. 

 

          If Anthony’s character is OUT OF BALANCE Anthony tends in the laziness, imitativeness, or 

selfishness. Others will see Anthony as BOSSY, WEAK, or BOASTFUL. CYNICISM probably arises 

more as the DARK SIDE of his IDEALISM. Anthony refuses to compromise in certain areas. 

 

ANTHONY Q WARNER’S MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

 

           Anthony may begin working early in life pumping gas or selling newspapers, possibly for a 

large company. 

           Anthony have all the determination you need to get ahead. 
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           Anthony would do well to sharpen his social skills, learn about some sport or other recreational 

activity and put himself through college or trade school. Mechanical areas and manufacturing or 

construction are natural areas of work for Anthony. 

           The sciences, business, finance and government work are other areas Anthony might consider. 

           Though Anthony plans for his promotions years ahead of such actuality it is important that he 

does not overlook changes that could be openings for his advancement. 

           In later life it is very likely that Anthony have a lot of money. 

 

AN AREA OF ANTHONY’S LIFE HE M AY WISH TO IMPROVE 

 

           Anthony may have a tendency to be an impractical dreamer, too generous for his own good, 

uncertain of his goals and talents. Anthony may be too idealistic or starry-eyed in his relationships. 

Anthony may squander his artistic potential through lack of commitment; his nervous tension can lead 

to escapism. there is a tendency to moodiness and emotional extremes. 

           If Anthony are on the passive side of his HABIT CHALLENGE, however, he can be quite cold 

and detached (claiming you are being broad-minded and objective). Vocationally, Anthony may be a 

"jack-of-all-trades" and master of none.  

           Although Anthony is tolerant and compassionate, he must continue to work on that tolerance 

and compassion, and to cultivate a broader outlook. Anthony should use this HABIT CHALLENGE 

for self-examination, personal growth, and awareness; work where there is scope. Anthony’s strong 

emotions will exert a positive influence in drama, teaching, or religion. Anthony’s generosity to others 

( inability to say "no" ) may strain the relationship with his spouse. 

 

ON THE PHYSICAL LEVEL 

 

          As a person of UNUSUAL TASTE and REFINEMENT Anthony may expect to be treated like 

royalty. 

          Anthony love ANTIQUES, HISTORY, SPECIALIZED FIELDS of KNOWLEDGE, and 

anything EXTRAORDINARY or UNUSUAL. 

          Anthony has a few GOOD FRIENDS and prefers PEOPLE of SUBSTANCE and DEPTH. 

          Though Anthony may be an UNDEMONSTRATIVE PARENT, he will be interested in the 

education of his children. 

          Being the ECCENTRIC individual he is, Anthony should WORK ALONE or in a SITUATION 

he CONTROLS. 

          ANALYTICAL and PERCEPTIVE, Anthony is at his BEST in TECHNICAL, SCIENTIFIC, 

and SPIRITUAL FIELDS. 

          Anthony must take care that he does not make the mistake of trying to be "one of the boys" or 

working for a large organization. 

 

ON THE MENTAL LEVEL 

 

           Anthony always has a plan, and his efforts usually bring results. Anthony can be very careful, 

but too dependant on past experience. An excellent manager, Anthony may make long range plans to 

have his own business.  

           Fields such as surveying, construction, accounting, cost analysis would suit Anthony. 
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ON THE EMOTIONAL LEVEL 

 

          With a need to be constantly active, Anthony feels at home in busy situations and take many 

chances.      

          With very little contemplation Anthony often acts impulsively with a "nothing ventured, nothing 

gained" attitude. With an outstanding sense of humor Anthony enjoys many recreational pursuits, 

especially socializing. This socializing helps satisfy Anthony’s need to be popular and admired. 

          Anthony is not always able to fulfill the promises he so easily makes. 

          Not given to analyzing inner feelings, Anthony is generally happy and assume that everything 

will turn out for the best. However, Anthony may harp on petty gripes, or indulge in gossip.  

          Anthony’s mate is likely to be creative, lively, playful, outgoing, and share Anthony’s taste for 

fun. 

 

ANTHONY’S INTUITION 

 

          Practical and a bit skeptical, Anthony makes decisions based on facts, not on hunches or vague 

"feelings". 

          Anthony emphasizes practical benefits like better money or shorter distance from work, 

          Anthony has good self-control and consider himself objective and careful. Anthony rationalizes 

his position, giving good reasons for doing things and not acknowledging his strong intuitive feelings 

about the move. 

********************************** 

 

AGES OF TRANSITION ANALYSIS 
 

BIRTH THRU TWENTY-THREE YEARS 
 

     ANTHONY Q WARNER’S RESPONSE TO HIS ENVIRONMENT, PEOPLE, 

EVENTS, AND EXPERIENCES 

 

          These will be YEARS of GROWTH for Anthony Q Warner. 

          This will be a period of UNDERSTANDING and WORKING with the HUMAN CONDITION, 

usually through the ARTS, DRAMA, HIGHER EDUCATION, PATHS of HEALING, or SPIRITUAL 

ACTIVITY. 

          This period will offer EXPERIENCES that DEVELOPE a BROAD RANGE of SKILLS that 

will prove USEFUL to Anthony later on in his life. Anthony may LEARN THINGS VERY EASILY 

during this time and may have INCREDIBLY GOOD LUCK. 

          WORKING for the BENEFIT of OTHERS is VERY SUITABLE for Anthony during this 

period, especially on a VOLUNTEER BASIS. 

          Anthony will be taught to YIELD IN ORDER TO RECEIVE. 

          When Anthony EXPECTS NOTHING and he will RECEIVE EVERYTHING he NEEDS. 

          PETTY GRUDGES or CONFLICTS must be TRANSCENDED for the SUCCESS of this period 

to MANIFEST. 
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          This period will bring EMOTIONAL CRISES to Anthony, but Anthony will always GET 

BACK BETTER than he has GIVEN. 

          Anthony’s TASK here is to DEVELOPE a PHILOSOPHICAL ATTITUDE, and let the 

UNIVERSE GUIDE HIM, through his own INTUITIVE URGES, as much as possible. 

          This will be a period of MATURATION for Anthony, since he will be INTEGRATING what he 

has learned and GIVING IT BACK to the WORLD. 

          At this time in Anthony”s life, Anthony will be MORE INTERESTED in the WORK TO BE 

DONE than in PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS. 

          A STRIKING MATURITY will come to you during this period. 

 

          LONG DISTANCE TRAVEL and WORK with FOREIGNERS is HIGHLY INDICATED for 

you at this time. 

 

     ANTHONY Q WARNER’S INNER LIMITATIONS, FEARS, OR 

HANDICAPS 

 

          This time will be THE MOST SERIOUS PERIOD IN ANTHONY’s LIFE, a time when 

Anthony is FACED with DEEP, SPIRITUAL ISSUES. Anthony will EXPERIENCE a SENSE of 

LONELINESS and ISOLATION until he UNDERSTANDS the DEPTH of the STRUGGLE GOING 

ON WITHIN HIM. 

          Anthony’s INNER-SELF will be VERY ACTIVE during this period, SEARCHING for 

EXPERIENCES that will MAKE Anthony GROW. The VIBRATION of this time PROMOTES 

INNER AWARENESS. Anthony should CONTINUE your EDUCATION, REFINE his SKILLS, 

RELY on his INTUITION and his own RESOURCES. 

          SUPERFICIAL RELATIONSHIPS will BORE Anthony at this time, but, Anthony shoul try not 

to become CYNICAL or LOSE FAITH. Instead, Anthony of WITHDRAWING, through DRUGS or 

ALCOHOL, Anthony should CULTIVATE FRIENDSHIPS with the people for whom he FEELS an 

AFFINITY. Anthony should try NOT to be SECRETIVE or WITHHOLDING in RELATIONSHIPS. 

          This may be a good time to WORK WITH a THERAPIST or STUDY RELIGIOUS, 

PHILOSOPHICAL, or METAPHYSICAL MATERIAL. 

          Rather than ACCEPTING THINGS LITERALLY, LOOK at LIFE as a METAPHOR. 

 

TWENTY-FOUR THRU THIRTY-THIRTY-TWO YEARS 
 

     ANTHONY Q WARNER’S RESPONSE TO HIS ENVIRONMENT, PEOPLE, 

EVENTS, AND EXPERIENCES 

 

          These will be YEARS OF SPONTANEITY and EXPRESSION for Anthony. 

          This should be an EASY TIME for Anthony when his THOUGHTS are DIRECTED MORE to 

the PRESENT than to the FUTURE. 

          Since the VIBRATION of this time EMPHASIZES CREATIVITY of ANY KIND; this may be 

a TIME of CHILDREARING and/or ARTISTIC PURSUITS. 

          With an INTEREST in DANCING, ACTING, DESIGN, WRITING, or SPEAKING--

ANYTHING DECORATIVE or LUXURIOUS-- Anthony should TAKE ADVANTAGE of this period 

to ADVANCE YOURSELF in this pursuit. 
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          Anthony should STAY IN TOUCH with PEOPLE, TAKE SHORT TRIPS ( ESPECIALLY ON 

BUSINESS ), and ENJOY YOURSELF. 

          MONEY will probably NOT BE A CONCERN, but EXTRAVAGANCE might be a 

PROBLEM. 

          Anthony will probably NOT HAVE A LONG TERM or "REGULAR" JOB during this time. 

          Anthony will BENEFIT from POSITIVE THINKING, using his IMAGINATION to AFFIRM 

his GOALS. 

          Anthony may be INVOLVED in a RELATIONSHIP of THREE PEOPLE at this  time, but this 

will be a GOOD TIME for MARRIAGE. 

 

     ANTHONY Q WARNER’S INNER LIMITATIONS, FEARS, OR 

HANDICAPS 

 

          Anthony will be LEARNING PRACTICAL MATTERS through RESTRICTION and 

NOTHING COMES EASILY during this period. 

          Anthony will have GOALS and WORK STEADILY for THEM, as this period allows him to put 

his IDEAS into FORM. 

          There will be many OBLIGATIONS for Anthony to fulfill and PEOPLE to TAKE CARE OF.  

          Anthony will very likely MARRY, have a FAMILY, BUY a HOME, or CONSTRUCT 

SOMETHING of LASTING VALUE. 

          Anthony’s LESSON FOR THIS TIME is to, PAY ATTENTION, PLAN, CARRY-ON, BUILD, 

SAVE, and FOLLOW THROUGH. 

          Anthony should CURB his IMPATIENCE; he should NOT CULTIVATE REBELLIOUSNESS. 

Anthony should try NOT to be STUBBORN or ARGUMTENTATIVE. Anthony should KEEP the 

FACTS of his SITUATION IN MIND without being NARROW-MINDED or LITERAL. Anthony 

should not become SELF-RIGHTEOUS or get FALSE MORAL ATTITUDES. Anthony should NOT 

be so FOCUSED on WORK that he is INSENSITIVE to the FEELINGS of others. 

 

         CONTRACTS, TIME-LINES, and MONEY will be your TEACHERS during this period. 

 

THIRTY-THREE THRU FORTY-ONE YEARS 
 

     ANTHONY Q WARNER’S RESPONSE TO HIS ENVIRONMENT, PEOPLE, 

EVENTS, AND EXPERIENCES 

 

          These will be YEARS OF SPONTANEITY and EXPRESSION for Anthony. 

          This should be an EASY TIME for Anthony when his THOUGHTS are DIRECTED MORE to 

the PRESENT than to the FUTURE. 

          Since the VIBRATION of this time EMPHASIZES CREATIVITY of ANY KIND; this may be 

a TIME of CHILDREARING and/or ARTISTIC PURSUITS. 

          With an INTEREST in DANCING, ACTING, DESIGN, WRITING, or SPEAKING--

ANYTHING DECORATIVE or LUXURIOUS-- Anthony should TAKE ADVANTAGE of this period 

to ADVANCE YOURSELF in this pursuit. 

          Anthony should STAY IN TOUCH with PEOPLE, TAKE SHORT TRIPS ( ESPECIALLY ON 

BUSINESS ), and ENJOY YOURSELF. 
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          MONEY will probably NOT BE A CONCERN, but EXTRAVAGANCE might be a 

PROBLEM. 

          Anthony will probably NOT HAVE A LONG TERM or "REGULAR" JOB during this time. 

          Anthony will BENEFIT from POSITIVE THINKING, using his IMAGINATION to AFFIRM 

his GOALS. 

          Anthony may be INVOLVED in a RELATIONSHIP of THREE PEOPLE at this  time, but this 

will be a GOOD TIME for MARRIAGE. 

 

     ANTHONY Q WARNER’S INNER LIMITATIONS, FEARS, OR 

HANDICAPS 

 

           During this period Anthony will have an URGE for SELF-EXPRESSION, possibly in the form 

of PAINTING, DANCING, WRITING, PERFORMING, or SPEAKING. You FEEL a NEED to 

EXPRESS SOMETHING ARTISTIC or UNUSUAL. 

           This may also be a time when Anthony can LET LIFE FLOW; it may not always be 

NECESSARY for Anthony to WORK in a ROUTINE WAY. 

           Anthony will have to DISCIPLINE himself to ACCOMPLISH GOALS since the influence of 

this time has a TENDENCY to SCATTER HIS ENERGY. 

           There will be much SOCIAL INTERACTION during this period. 

           A PARTNERSHIP or RELATIONSHIP Anthony may be in, may involve a THIRD PERSON. 

           Anthony must LEARN to COMMUNICATE CLEARLY during this period, since his 

IMAGINATION will be WORKING OVERTIME, and Anthony should MAKE an EFFORT to 

WRITE, even if it is only a PERSONAL JOURNAL NOT TO BE READ BY OTHERS. 

          Anthony bring out his TALENTS and CULTIVATE FRIENDSHIPS; TAKE TRIPS. 

 

           The VIBRATION of this time is IMPULSIVE, and Anthony should BE CAREFUL of QUICK 

COMMENTS, CRITICISMS, or GOSSIP that will HURT MORE DEEPLY than he INTENDS. 

           Anthony may be VERY SENSITIVE to CRITICISM at this time. 

           Anthony should try to maintain a POSITIVE ATTITUDE. 

           Anthony should NOT OVERESTIMATE his ABILITY. 

           Anthony should GET FACTS before STARTING on his GRANDIOSE PLANS. 

 

FORTY-TWO YEARS THRU THE END OF YOUR YEARS 
 

     ANTHONY Q WARNER’S RESPONSE TO HIS ENVIRONMENT, PEOPLE, 

EVENTS, AND EXPERIENCES 

 

           These are the YEARS of FREEDOM and ADVENTURE for Anthony. 

           This period in Anthony’s life represents the PUBLIC and WORLDLY LIFE. 

           Anthony will be OPEN to CHANGE, VARIETY, and STIMULATION. Anthony’s TASK is to 

EXPERIENCE LIFE in a BROAD way, rather than SETTLING into a NARROW or ROUTINE 

PATH. An EARLY MARRIAGE will be ENDED by Anthony’s CRAVING for INDEPENDENCE. 

           SEXUAL ACTIVITY will be HEIGHTENED during this period with TRAVEL HIGH on 

Anthony’s LIST of PRIORITIES. 

           Anthony’s SPONTANEITY and IMPULSIVENESS are HIGHLIGHTED during this time. 
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           Anthony should WORK in a BALANCED WAY for BEST RESULTS during this period. 

           This will NOT be a DOMESTIC PERIOD for Anthony. 

 

           Anthony will probably be ACTIVE, HEALTHY, and BUSY, UNBURDENED by FINANCIAL 

or DOMESTIC WORRIES during this time. 

 

           Appropriate VOCATIONS for Anthony during this period are in the fields of 

COMMUNICATION, NEWS, SALES, PROMOTION, ADVERTISING, PERFORMING, RADIO, 

TRAVEL, and ADVENTURE. 

 

     ANTHONY Q WARNER’S INNER LIMITATIONS, FEARS, OR 

HANDICAPS 

 

           During this period Anthony will have an URGE for SELF-EXPRESSION, possibly in the form 

of PAINTING, DANCING, WRITING, PERFORMING, or SPEAKING. You FEEL a NEED to 

EXPRESS SOMETHING ARTISTIC or UNUSUAL. 

           This may also be a time when Anthony can LET LIFE FLOW; it may not always be 

NECESSARY for Anthony to WORK in a ROUTINE WAY. 

           Anthony will have to DISCIPLINE himself to ACCOMPLISH GOALS since the influence of 

this time has a TENDENCY to SCATTER HIS ENERGY. 

           There will be much SOCIAL INTERACTION during this period. 

           A PARTNERSHIP or RELATIONSHIP Anthony may be in, may involve a THIRD PERSON. 

           Anthony must LEARN to COMMUNICATE CLEARLY during this period, since his 

IMAGINATION will be WORKING OVERTIME, and Anthony should MAKE an EFFORT to 

WRITE, even if it is only a PERSONAL JOURNAL NOT TO BE READ BY OTHERS. 

          Anthony bring out his TALENTS and CULTIVATE FRIENDSHIPS; TAKE TRIPS. 

 

           The VIBRATION of this time is IMPULSIVE, and Anthony should BE CAREFUL of QUICK 

COMMENTS, CRITICISMS, or GOSSIP that will HURT MORE DEEPLY than he INTENDS. 

           Anthony may be VERY SENSITIVE to CRITICISM at this time. 

           Anthony should try to maintain a POSITIVE ATTITUDE. 

           Anthony should NOT OVERESTIMATE his ABILITY. 

           Anthony should GET FACTS before STARTING on his GRANDIOSE PLANS. 

********************************************************** 

********************************************************** 

********************************************************** 

 


